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salempress csr@salempress “the author who first achieved fame for the dante’s inferno: critical reception
and influence - 64 critical insights. a work of poetic theology whose truth as a fiction lies somewhere between the bible and the aeneid. the first commentaries on the comedy were written in the period immediately
following dante’s death, beginning with his own sons, jacopo and pietro. these commentaries for the most part
sought to re-deem the work’s unorthodoxy by explaining it allegorically. agenera ... feminist critical
discourse analysis and children’s ... - feminist critical discourse analysis and children’s fantasy fiction –
modelling a new approach sanna lehtonen, university of jyväskylä, finland presented at "past, present, future –
from women’s studies to post-gender research" 14-17 june, 2007, umeå, sweden introduction in this paper, i
want to consider the possibility of applying feminist critical discourse analysis (cda) to ... critical literary
theories - bridgepoint education - critical literary theories purpose: use this resource to learn about literary
criticism. what is literary criticism? literary critical theory is a tool that helps you find meaning in stories,
poems and plays. there are many different ways to interpret a novel or short story. when we read literature,
we do so to learn more about: the human condition the experience of loss and death the ... the cambridge
companion to american fiction after 1945 - essays by nineteen distinguished scholars provide critical
insights into the signifi cant genres, historical contexts, cultural diversity, and major authors during a period of
enormous american global political and cultural introduction comparative human rights: literature, art
... - political agency or even cease to believe that injustice exists. nance concludes by calling nance concludes
by calling for additional understanding of the human rights context in the literature classroom. a thousand
splendid suns: sanctuary and resistance - a thousand splendid suns: sanctuary and resistance abstract in
his novela thousand splendid suns, author khaled hosseini provides a vivid portrait of a country shattered zora
neale hurston and modernism at the critical limit - 286 zora neale hurston and modernism at the critical
limit ence modernism asserts against the force of modernity. hurston, occu-pying a social, disciplinary, and
critical position that is oblique to the popular culture and world politics - e-international relations canvassing issues such as geopolitics, political identities, the ‘war on terror’ and political communication and
drawing from sources such as film, videogames, art and music, this collection presents cutting-edge research
and is an invaluable reader for anyone interested in popular culture and world politics. ---federica caso is
associate articles editor of e-international relations. she ... 7 feminist and gender theories - sage
publications - feminist and gender theories 313. there is no original or primary gender a drag imitates, but
gender is a kind of . imitation for which there is no original. professor charli carpenter - umass “rethinking the political-/science-/fiction nexus: the campaign to stop killer robots and global policy-making” in
perspectives on politics, winter 2015. “explaining the advocacy agenda: insights from the human security
network.” the politics of magic: fantasy media, technology, and ... - the politics of magic: fantasy
media, technology, and nature in the 21st century ted friedman, georgia state university, usa the 2000s have
been a decade of fantasy media. political science undergraduate program spring 2019 course ... - will
explore these themes from diverse perspectives, drawing upon insights from political science, theology,
philosophy, history, technology, and the arts. we will read a number of
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